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What is this all about?
A descriptive study from a qualitative perspective that compares paper and digital literary reading profiles
WELL,

IS THIS EVEN IMPORTANT ANY MORE?
Yes, it is!
The vernacular and educational crossroad

Total colonization of private life by digital forms of culture
The vernacular and educational crossroad

At School

Extremely analogue education, specially when dealing with literature
Research Context
Research context

Twelve year old students

Adverse cultural and socio-economic reality

Generalised low level of technology familiarisation
They were involved in a four year project focused on literary reading

Consolidated reading habit and discussion abilities
Research Methodology
Five iPads were introduced as part of the classroom library. They were able to freely explore the works and make them part of their reading and debating routine.
One morning, under the pale weight of winter light, an old man loaded a well used chest of drawers and a bed onto a wooden push cart. It was all but the last of his furniture, and he was taking it to town to sell. The soles of his shoes were worn thin and his clothes gave the appearance of having shouldered better days.

His little house looked as though it had grown tired of standing over the years and through a combination of fate and neglect, had begun to lean gently into its own shadow. Gradually weather and time had loosened themselves over it, peeling the paint, cracking the windows and causing the door frame to sag.
right down to the sea.

But there, it occurred to someone smaller and still curious about the world that she might know a way.
EVERYONE LIKED NUMBERS. THEY HAD NICE SHAPES. AND KEPT THINGS ORDERLY. AND EVERYTHING ADDED UP... SO LIFE WAS SORT OF... NUMBERLY.
The figure was tall and gaunt, and shrouded from head to foot in the habiliments of the grave. The mask which concealed the visage was made so nearly to resemble the countenance of a stiffened corpse that the closest scrutiny must have had difficulty in detecting the cheat. And yet all this might have been endured, if not approved, by the mad revellers around.

**But the mummer had gone so far as to assume the type of the Red Death.**

His vesture was dabbled in blood — and his broad brow, with all the features of the face, was besprinkled with the scarlet horror.
How did we proceed?
Selecting the sample

We divided the students in strong and weak readers based on our deep knowledge on their “traditional” reading skills.

We picked two students from each category with a different attitude towards technology.
What is a “strong” reader, anyway?
Strong readers

Greater and more diverse reading experience.

More confidence, fluency and solid argumentative ability to explain their opinions.
OK, I get it. What about the “weak” ones, then?
Weak readers

Enclosed and less complex reading experience

Less confident and had more difficulties explaining their point of view
The semistructured interviews

First impressions on the new reading experience

Constructive properties that define E-lit
Content analysis
The semistructured interviews

No useful categories in reading sociology

Descriptive comparison between the interviews and their reading background

Profit from Game Studies typologies on gamers behaviours and profiles
Profile Analysis

Weak Readers

Antonio
**ANALOGIC PROFILE**

Attached to realist works with characters similar to himself and uncomplicated plots

Insecure reader that needs to be reinforced

Curious and willing to experience
DIGITAL PROFILE

HUGE Technophile tendency

Prone to gamified reading but attached to previous likings

Total embracement of e-lit affordances
“I liked it a lot because you can, you have to get into it, you have to put yourself in the place of the character, you have to put yourself in their shoes, and you have to think up the ending: you have to decide. [...] I decide which page I go to.”
Exploratory desires both within work’s possibilities and through the catalogue

Ability to enjoy the socialisation of the interactive reading process
Profile Analysis

Weak Readers
**Analogic profile**

Good reading speed but her interpretation rarely goes further than the literal

Complex literary elements create her cognitive “noise”

Insecure reader but a proud member of the reading community
Digital profile

She went from total rejection of any element of the electronic aesthetic...

...to a considerable embracement of the digital affordances for the literary creation
First interview
“For me it’s been an experience, it is an experience having the iPads in the class because, we read digitally but, on paper as well but what I like most is reading on paper because it inspires me more, I feel happier with paper than with the iPad because the iPads distract me because they have effects, the sounds - and it’s a bit more difficult for me”
WHY YOU NO LOVE ME?
Digital profile

Reading community pride + interpretative difficulties caused by electronic properties

→

Blind rejection to digitality
Second interview
“I like them more [horror books] and even more now, with the background because you’re imagining yourself and you’re alone and the background is there. [...] Without the sound, yes, it’s okay, this and that happens but so what? I don’t get drawn into it.”
Digital profile

Mediation and corpus selection + overcoming resistances and fears

✿

Enthusiasm and even critical judgment on digital literary construction
Profile Analysis

Strong Readers

Iván
ANALOGIC PROFILE

Strong reader in terms of quantity and complexity of the works he’s able to enjoy

Diverse taste, not confined into any specific genre

Social reader
His ability for diversified enjoyment and socialisation of his literary experience

+ strong capability for critical thought
Able to enjoy diverse literary experiences depending on works’ affordances
“Well I like reading *The Zombie* with my classmate Alex, because it’s more like a fun story that I like to share with someone [...] but on the other hand, *The Unwanted Guest* doesn’t have so many effects, and the story isn’t so funny, I prefer read it myself individually, not with someone else”
But always assessing critically and fluently literary construction of the works

*Fictional value of interactivity within a work

*Dissonance on unbalanced multimedia creation
Profile Analysis

Strong Readers

Adriana
**ANALOGIC PROFILE**

Strong, passionate (even militant) reader with a solid reading habit

Outstanding depth of analysis and ability to argue.

Canon-like reader that refuses "lesser" literature
A romantic reader, even liturgical, attached to tradition
Well, I don’t know, maybe for some people... We already have the habit of reading and we’ve got the enthusiasm, and people that maybe didn’t have that would be more keen to read because they’re reading on an iPad, right? [...] but I don’t find it the same as real reading, for me reading is reading a book, sitting down and reading a real book.... a paper book."
This attitude makes her unable to understand fictional proposals of E-lit works.
“I don’t know, they do it so that you understand, well, if you want this ending, well fine, here it is, but I got the feeling that there was a story, a normal story, that you couldn’t choose and then they added that other endings that the reader might like better, but those endings were shorter and more limited, and then you get away a bit from the main story, so what I was trying to do was not get it wrong and to follow the central story all the time”
Perceptive limitations of electronic poetics opposed to both Iván and Antonio

Literary reading skills attached to linear tradition
Conclusions and follow up Q’s
Conclusions

Traditional metaliterary reflective abilities do transfer to the new realm of Kid’s E-lit.

What about the other way around?
Conclusions

E-lit engages both strong and weak readers in different ways than traditional

What is a strong electronic reader, then?
Conclusions

Mediation, mediation, mediation, mediation
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